
 

Hoorah makes a difference with purpose campaign for
Enterogermina X Save The Children

In the sprawling landscapes of rural South Africa, beauty is often contrasted by harsh realities. One such reality is the lack
of access to clean drinking water, a crisis that disproportionately affects children. According to staggering data, one in five
deaths among South African children under the age of five is due to diarrhoea1. It's a sobering fact that calls for immediate
action. That's why Hoorah is proud to have conceptualised and executed the Enterogermina 5th Child campaign in
collaboration with Sanofi, the makers of Enterogermina® - the world's leading over-the-counter probiotic* and Save the
Children South Africa.

A campaign with a heart and purpose

The Enterogermina 5th Child campaign transcends traditional advertising. It's a life-changing initiative aimed at making real-
world impact by supporting a worthy cause: For every pack of Enterogermina®, R20 is earmarked to bring clean water
solutions to the most vulnerable communities in South Africa.

Together with Save The Children South Africa, Sanofi has installed 22 JoJo tanks and 22 handwashing stations at early
childhood development (ECD) centres and schools in KZN communities, which directly impacted the lives and health of
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52,071 people.

The campaign invites you to meet the "5th child". This character serves as a poignant representation of the countless young
lives at risk due to waterborne diseases. Through storytelling, the 5th child shares their daily experiences – going to school,
spending time with family – only to reveal the grim end of their day: drinking contaminated water. The campaign leaves you
with a deep, emotional connection and the clear message: This is a problem we can and must solve.

The power of integrated storytelling

Hoorah, known for our innovative approach to digital storytelling, has crafted a comprehensive media strategy for this
cause. Utilising multiple channels – from social media ads to video content – we’ve not only spread awareness but also
driven significant fundraising. The campaign's success lies in its ability to humanise the statistics. We’ve made it nearly
impossible to look away, igniting a collective call to action that's far more compelling than facts and figures alone.

Changing lives, one pack at a time

Already, the campaign is yielding transformative results. Funds raised are directly contributing to the installation of clean
water systems in KZN’s informal areas, providing a critical lifeline to the communities in KZN that have long suffered from
water insecurity – especially after the floods in 2022. But this is just the beginning. As more and more people participate,
the impact grows exponentially.

A collective effort

We are immensely proud of what the Enterogermina 5th Child campaign has achieved so far, but we also know that real
change takes a collective effort. For every pack of Enterogermina®, R20 is donated to bring clean water solutions to the
most vulnerable communities in South Africa. To find out more, visit our campaign page and follow along as we strive to
make a positive impact in the lives of those in need.

We invite you to be a part of this journey. Together, we can rewrite the stories of thousands of children, offering them a
chance at a healthier, happier life.

Thank you for your support, and for making the Enterogermina 5th Child campaign an exemplar of what’s possible when
creativity meets compassion.

#Sanofi #EnterogerminaZA #5thChildCampaign #1in5Children #CleanWaterForAll #SaveTheChildren #HoorahDigital

https://www.enterogermina.com/en-za/enterogermina-power/social-cause


Visit our website – https://hoorahgroup.com/
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Legals
S0 Enterogermina® 2 billion/5 ml, each 5 ml vial contains 2 billion polyantibiotic-resistant Bacillus clausii spores (strains
SIN, O/C, T, N/R). Class D: Complementary Medicine: Health supplement – 34.9 Probiotics. This unregistered medicine
has not been evaluated by the SAHPRA for its quality, safety or intended use. For full patient information refer to the patient
information leaflet. S0 Enterogermina® 4 billion/5 ml, each 5 ml vial contains 4 billion polyantibiotic-resistant Bacillus clausii
spores (strains SIN,O/C, T, N/R). Class D: Complementary Medicine: Health supplement – 34.9 Probiotics. This
unregistered medicine has not been evaluated by the SAHPRA for its quality, safety or intended use. For full patient
information refer to the patient information leaflet. Opella Healthcare South Africa (Pty) Ltd, Reg. no.: 2020/176440/07. 4th
Floor, Building I, Hertford Office Park, 90 Bekker Road, Midrand, 1652. Tel: (011) 256 3700. www.sanofi.co.za. MAT-ZA-
2300837-1.0-09/2023
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Hoorah Digital

We digitally transform brands in an ever-changing world. We do this by applying creativity alongside
innovative tech & data-led ideas. The result for brands is growth, sales and future certainty.
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